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You can move the floating 
palette by dragging the 
center icon.

This is the view only 
mode. Tap the icon to 
open the floating 
palette.

If you are left-handed, you should switch      > 
"      System Settings" > "Auto Wrist Guard"
 to "Left-handed."



Handwriting Notes Intuitively

This is the pen mode. !

Try writing some letters.

You can tap            to switch 

to the eraser mode. !

Use the eraser to rub out 

your writing.

To configure a pen, tap           to switch to the pen mode, 

and tap the currently selected pen.

You can change 

the thickness, 

ink color, etc.
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Using the Lasso Tool

Tap          to switch to the lasso mode.

Drag your finger to 

enclose one or more 

objects.

Holding down on the page allows you to use a lasso 

even in pen/eraser mode.

Hold down on an empty 

space
Drag your finger to 

enclose one or more 

objects
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When you do detailed work, place two 

fingers over the page, and move your 

fingers away from each other to zoom 

in, or pull your fingers towards one 

another to zoom out.

Using a lasso, you can select objects to move, 

resize or rotate them.

Using the Lasso Tool
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If you select objects using a lasso, you can carry out a variety 

of operations.

Change Style!

You can change the thickness, ink color, opacity, etc., later on.

Copy & Paste!

Select objects using a lasso and tap “Copy.” Select a location 

on the page, hold down, and then tap “Paste.”

Group!

You can group a number of letters and drawings to manipulate 

them as a single object.

Using the Lasso Tool
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Adding Text

Note Any

Note 

Anytime

Tap                      to change the size of the text.

Drag the unit frame to change the size of the text unit.

Tap           to switch to the text mode. Tap           to 

open/close the keyboard.

You can enter text where you tap on 

the page.

Note Anytime Note AnytimeNote Anytime
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Adding a Photo

You can also add web pages using “Add Web Page,” or 

attach items using “Add from Library."

Using a lasso to select the newly added photo, you 

can tap “Edit Image” to trim it. You can also use a 

pen to write on it.
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Sharing Notes

When you tap           you can use a variety of functions 
such as sending your notes via e-mail or to other 
applications.

You can import a PDF file as a background to your note. 
On the note you can write comments or add sketches and 
drawings by hand.

Annotating a PDF File
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Managing Notes

Tap                 to go to the notes list. From this list, 

you can manage your notes by adding tags, 

categorizing them into folders, etc.

You can use Digital Cabinet to 

backup your notes on the cloud 

service, so you can share the 

same notes on different devices 

anytime, anywhere.

For more details, tap “Instructional Videos” from         at 

the top right corner on the menu bar!


